Application for Teaching Award for Business and Financial Education 2019/20
Title: ASK about Business
Subject: English Language (New Senior Secondary)
Summary
One of the eight electives for English Language Paper 2 Writing Part B is Learning English through Workplace
Communication. Fulfilling ASK aspects of the curriculum (attitude, skill, knowledge), the lessons (making business
decision#, motivating staff#, marketing, handling crisis, managing people) aim to give students a taste of conducting
business through different tasks to students to equip themselves with relevant knowledge - therefore language - related to
the business environment and develop their higher-order thinking skills essential for their future careers.
Rationales
Through the lessons, it is hoped that students get a taste of running a business and will dare to embrace entrepreneurship
and other business challenges, and learn the vocabulary and expressions related while completing authentic tasks with a
business context.
Curriculum linkage
- Reading: Understanding main ideas and scanning for relevant ideas
- Writing: Sharing personal experiences, writing letters and proposals
- Listening: Listening for main ideas
- Speaking: Agreeing and disagreeing, reaching consensus
Learning Areas
- Marketing
- Handling crisis
- Managing people
#Remarks: Two preceding topics, making business decision and motivating staff, were discussed and explored through
discussion of scenarios and are submitted only as extra reference to the application.
Learning Process:
Roleplay, collaborative learning, enquiry-based learning, lecture, teacher’s feedback, peer feedback, expert’s feedback,
scaffolding, reflection learning
Platform and tools:
Zoom, Google Drive, Google Form, Miro, mentimeter, videos, online meeting platform (e.g. Zoom), news clipping
Remarks: The lessons were conducted online during class suspension.
Learning Outcomes:
Students are able to
- Discuss ideas to market a product / a service and consider necessary factors for the marketing proposal
- Discuss solutions how to handle a business crisis and key areas to pay attention to when handling so
- Discuss qualities required of an employee and ideas on managing difficult employees, and reflect on their own
employability
- Understand the different attitudes needed in business

Lesson 1: Marketing – How to think it right
Time Content
Method
5
SWOT
Class discussion: Students brainstorm ideas for SWOT of the school, examples:
Analysis
⚫
Strengths: A wide range of extra-curricular activities
⚫
Weaknesses: Students easily distracted from study
⚫
Threats: Experienced teachers retiring
⚫
Opportunities: More funds allocated to improvement of the school

5

Why
marketing

Class discussion: Students imagine themselves as school representatives promoting the
school to P6 parents, choose a unique selling point for the school and think of ways to
promote it.

Materials
Google
Document

Google
Document

Lecture: Teacher brings out the point that a company needs a unique selling point for a
product/service and suitable ways to promote it.
5

Task
introduction

Lecture: Teacher tells students that they are going to do a marketing proposal for a
company and introduces things to consider when thinking of a new idea.

Grouping: Students get into groups.
5

Scenario –
Marketing

Reading & listening: Students read the company profile and listen for relevant
information.

Google
Document

15

Marketing
–
Discussion

Group discussion: In groups, students discuss a new product / service that the company
should launch, and teacher gives comments from time to time.

/

Homework

Students should complete the things to consider in the proposal.

Google
Document

Lesson 2: Marketing – How to write it right
Time Content
Method
10
How to
Lecture: Teacher introduces the structure of a proposal and language patterns
write it
commonly used in a marketing proposal.
right

5

How to
write it
right

Class discussion: Match the right session with the item on the planning checklist

Materials
Google
Document

Google
Document

25

How to
write it
right

Group work: In groups, students finalise their ideas and draft their marketing proposal
while teachers would join their group discussions from time to time for ideas for
improvement.

/

Homework

Students prepare a 2-min presentation to the investment team head (roleplayed by an
alumnus studying in marketing related programme in the university)

Google
Document

Lesson 3: Marketing
Time
Content
30
Presentation

5

Feedback

/

Feedback

Method
Group presentations: Groups take turns to present their ideas followed by
questions and comments by the investment team head.
The alumnus gives general feedback to students, who would revise the proposal
and submit their drafts to the alumnus for final rating.
Alumnus would choose the best proposal and explain the reasons to students after
reading the proposals.

Materials
Zoom,
Google
Document

Lesson 4: Handling business crisis
Time Content
Method
5
Communicative Questionnaire – Students do a questionnaire to understand more about their own
styles
communicative styles.

10

Communicative
styles

Lecture: Teacher brings out that there are certain communicative styles for business,
especially for handling crisis.

Materials
Google
Form

Google
Document

5

Communicative
styles

Individual work: Students read an email sent by a teacher on school repair work and
identify the ideas needed for handling crisis.

Google
Form

5

Task
introduction

Lecture: Teacher tells students that they are going to handle a business crisis of their
choice through brainstorming actions to be taken and writing a response letter.

Google
Document

Reading and grouping: Students read the four business crisis available and choose
the crisis they want to deal with.

10
/

Handling
business crisis
Homework

Group discussion: Students prepare actions to be taken and write a response letter,
and teacher gives comments to their work.
Students finalise their actions and the response letter.

Google
Document

Lesson 5: Handling business crisis
Time Content
Method
25
Presentation
Group presentations: Groups take turns to present their ideas followed by questions
and comments by teacher.

10

Consolidation
and
Vocabulary
building

Reflection: Students write on the miro board for what terms they have learnt.
Class discussion: Teacher elicits from students what they should consider when
handling business crisis.

Materials
Google
Document

Miro
board

Lesson 6: Managing people
Time Content
Method
5
Qualities of a Class discussion: Students suggest essential qualities of a good employee on
good
mentimeter.com and the most popular word would be enlarged in the word cloud.
employee

Materials
Google
Document,
mentimeter

5

Qualities of a
good
employee

Class discussion: Students scan an article about six qualities of successful
employees and see if they match with what they have suggested previously, and
fill in the blanks with keywords which teacher will be highlighting and explaining.

Google
Document

5

Managing
difficult
employees –
introduction

Lecture: Teacher tells students that they will be role-playing different
personalities when completing a task to design a recreational space for their
office, and will need to guess what personality card their classmate is holding.
(Students are sent their own personality card through Whatsapp.)

Google
Document,
Google
Form

10

10

5

Managing
difficult
employees
Managing
difficult
employees

Group discussion: Students brainstorm ideas for the recreational space
designing task while roleplaying the personality assigned.

Consolidation
and
Vocabulary
building

Reflection: Students write on the miro board for the vocabulary they have learnt.

Class discussion: Teacher reviews the discussion outcomes with students, and
asks them the impact each personality had on the success or failure of the
group, and strategies to deal with the difficult personality types.

Class discussion: Teacher elicits from students what they should consider when
managing difficult employees.

Miro board

/

Homework

Students write on the following topic:
You are a manager leading one of the teams in your IT department. Your team
has a number of difficult employees but fortunately you manage it well. Your
boss has asked you to share your experience and strategies dealing with one
type of the employees. Write a short paragraph about it.

Lesson 7: Managing people - Hiring
Time Content
Method
5
Reviewing
Class discussion: Students fill in the type of employees that the solutions direct to
measures for while teacher discusses its effectiveness.
difficult
employees

5

Negotiating a
deal

Lecture: Teacher brings out the message that we may not have the best option all
the time, and therefore we need to think strategically to reach the best deal.
Class Discussion: Students fill in the blanks for the key strategical thinking.

5

Hiring Introduction

Lecture & class discussion: Teacher tells students that they are going to be an
employer considering different candidates, and that they should figure out the
position, interests and BATNA before interviewing the candidates.

Materials

Google
Document

15

Hiring

Reading: Students read the profiles of the four candidates.
Group discussion: Students get into groups and discuss which candidate to hire.

5

Hiring

Class discussion: Teacher asks students what the essential qualities that an
employee should have and whether the answer is different from the one they have
given in the previous lesson. Teacher also brings out that apart from personal
qualities, there are other factors that affect employability as a person ages.

5

Consolidation
and
vocabulary
building
Homework

Reflection: Students write on the miro board for the vocabulary they have learnt.

/

Class discussion: Teacher elicits from students what they should consider when
managing difficult employees, and asks students to reflect on their employability.
Expectation vs Reality
Students do a self-evaluation on their performance.

Afterwards, students do a DiSC personality test to assess their dominant traits
and suitable jobs, and write a reflection about their own strengths and
weaknesses, and why they are suitable for the field they have chosen to study:
Topic:
You have just taken a career aptitude test on https://www.123test.com/careertest/index.php to understand more about yourself and about suitable jobs for your
personality type. You are also thinking about the programme you should study in
after your graduation from secondary school.
To prepare yourself better for the mock interview held in summer, write a passage
to reflect on your strengths and weaknesses shown from aptitude test, and why
you think you are a suitable candidate for your ideal degree programme, in no less
than 150 words.

miro

Extension activity
Interview Workshop (jointly organized by the English Department and the Careers Counseling Section)
After students have completed their DiSC personality test and the essay on their strengths and weaknesses, they will
attend an interview skill talk followed by two rounds of mock group interviews conducted by alumni studying / working in
the field(s) that the students aspire to pursue. This is to help students equip themselves for future interview opportunities,
learn from their alumni and peers, obtain insiders’ information about the field(s) and expand their network. Students will
reflect on the experience and areas to improve on through writing after attending the workshop.

